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Optical Flow

Optical Flow shows the motion of each pixel from one image to the next.
Optical Flow

The flow can be visualized with colors as directions and intensities as magnitudes.
Optical Flow

Idea → compute a vector field $u$ that makes $I_2$ image match $I_1$ image:

$$I_2(x + u(x), t + 1) = I_1(x, t)$$

Energy function:

$$E(u) = \int_{\Omega} (I_2(x + u(x)) - I_1(x))^2 + \lambda |\nabla u|^2 \, dx$$
Optical Flow

Taylor expansion:

\[ f(a) + \frac{f'(a)}{1!}(x - a) + \frac{f''(a)}{2!}(x - a)^2 + \frac{f^{(3)}(a)}{3!}(x - a)^3 + \cdots \]

Taylor expansion for the image:

\[ I(x + u(x), t + 1) \approx I(x, t) + \nabla I^\top u + \underbrace{I_t}_{\frac{dI}{dt}} \]
Optical flow

Penalty function:

$$\Phi(s^2) = \sqrt{\epsilon + s^2}$$
Optical Flow

Energy function after Taylor expansion and penalty function:

\[ E(u) = \int_{\Omega} \Phi_D((\nabla I^\top u + I_t)^2) + \lambda \Phi_R(\|\nabla u\|^2) \, dx \]

Optimization can be done using Euler-Lagrange method.
Optical Flow

Warping:

Idea → split the vector field $u$ into:

$u^k$ - solution from the previous iteration,

$du^k$ - increment for the desired solution

Thus:

$$u^{k+1} := u^k + du^k$$
Optical Flow

Energy function for the increment $du^k$:

$$E(u^k + du^k) = \int_\Omega \Phi_D\left((I_2(x + u^k(x) + du^k(x)) - I_1(x))^2\right) + \lambda \Phi_R\left(|\nabla u^k + \nabla du^k|^2\right) \, dx$$

$$\approx \int_\Omega \Phi_D\left((\nabla I^k_T du^k + I_2(x + u^k(x)) - I_1(x))^2\right) + \lambda \Phi_R\left(|\nabla u^k + \nabla du^k|^2\right) \, dx$$

$$= \int_\Omega \Phi_D\left((\nabla I^k_T du^k + I_t^k)^2\right) + \lambda \Phi_R\left(|\nabla u^k + \nabla du^k|^2\right) \, dx$$
Optical Flow

Euler - Lagrange method:

1. Compute the derivatives of the energy function:

\[
\frac{\partial f}{\partial x}, \quad \frac{\partial f}{\partial \dot{x}}
\]
Optical Flow

In this case:

\[
\int_{\Omega} \Phi_D((\nabla I^k \nabla^T d u^k + I^k_i)^2) + \lambda \Phi_R(\| \nabla u^k + \nabla d u^k \|^2) d x = \\
= \int_{\Omega} \Phi_D(f) + \lambda \Phi_R(r)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \Rightarrow \frac{\partial E}{\partial d u^k} = \frac{2 f \frac{\partial f}{\partial d u^k}}{2 \sqrt{\epsilon + f^2}} = \Phi'_D \cdot (I^k_x d u^k_1 + I^k_x I^k_y d u^k_2 + I^k_x I^k_t)
\]
Optical Flow

2. Formulate Euler - Lagrange Equations:

\[
\frac{\partial f}{\partial x} - \frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \right) = 0.
\]

In this case:

\[
0 = \Phi'_D \cdot (I_{yx}^k du_1^k + I_{xy}^k du_2^k + I_{xt}^k I_t^k) - \lambda \text{div}(\Phi'_R \cdot \nabla u_1^k) - \lambda \text{div}(\Phi'_R \cdot \nabla du_1^k)
\]

\[
0 = \Phi'_D \cdot (I_{xx}^k du_1^k + I_{yx}^k du_2^k + I_{xt}^k I_t^k) - \lambda \text{div}(\Phi'_R \cdot \nabla u_2^k) - \lambda \text{div}(\Phi'_R \cdot \nabla du_2^k)
\]
Optical Flow

After a small rearrangement:

\[ \Phi_I D(I_{x}^k du_1^k + I_{x}^k I_{y}^k du_2^k) - \lambda div(\Phi_I R \nabla du_1^k) = -\Phi_I D I_{x}^k I_{t}^k + \lambda div(\Phi_I R \nabla u_1^k) \]

\[ \Phi_I D(I_{y}^k du_2^k + I_{x}^k I_{y}^k du_1^k) - \lambda div(\Phi_I R \nabla du_2^k) = -\Phi_I D I_{y}^k I_{t}^k + \lambda div(\Phi_I R \nabla u_2^k) \]

Above equations can be put in the form of:

\[ A x = b \]

where in this case:

\[ x = \begin{bmatrix} du_1^k & du_2^k \end{bmatrix}^T \]
Optical Flow

Scale u vector from current coarse level to next fine level

Warp image based on u vector

\[ I_2(x + u^k(x)) \]

update penalty terms

\[ \Phi_D \Phi_R \]

compute b for Ax = b

\[ -\Phi_D I_x I_t^k + \lambda div(\Phi_R \nabla u_1^k) \]

use SOR to solve Ax = b where x is du

Optical Flow Compute

coarse level to fine level

resampleAreaParallelSep

backwardRegistrationBilinear

outer SOR iterations

update_robustifications

update_righthandside

inner SOR iterations

nonlinear_warp red

nonlinear_warp white
Optical Flow Iterations
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Optical Flow Experimental Results

- CPU:
  - car10.pgm to car11.pgm: 0 seconds
  - yosc10.pgm to yosc11.pgm: 1 second
  - street10.pgm to street11.pgm: 10 seconds

- GPU:
  - car10.pgm to car11.pgm: negligible
  - yosc10.pgm to yosc11.pgm: negligible
  - street10.pgm to street11.pgm: negligible
Superresolution

Idea: recover the superresolution image from many degraded images.

\[ I_{F}^{1} = FT^{1}I \]
\[ I_{F}^{2} = FT^{2}I \]
\[ \vdots \]
\[ I_{F}^{n} = FT^{n}I \]

where:
- F is a degrading operator,
- T is a linear operator
Superresolution

Energy function:

\[ E(I) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \mu \left\| FT^i I - I^i_F \right\|_1 + \lambda \left\| \nabla I \right\|_1 \]

Difference:
- no L1- norm but Huber Norm
Superresolution

GPU implementation:
1. Calculate the flow from each degraded image to the image of interest (from $t=[-8, 8]$). These images are warped backward from the image of interest.
2. Warp, blur and downsample above image. We end up with the equation that we started with:
   \[(I^j_F = DBW_{ji}I^i)\]
3. Calculate the difference and update an increment.
Superresolution

For each image +/- 8 time steps

1. Warp with flow, blur and shrink
2. Take difference of actual image
3. Enlarge, blur and warp back
4. Calculate difference for image k
5. Sum differences
6. Calculate new u or u
Superresolution

Update $x_1$ and $x_2$

Warp, blur, shrink uor and compare with original images. Save difference for each image.

Enlarge, blur, warp back the differences and sum them all up.

Use $x_1$ and $x_2$ with sum of differences to update $u$ and uor

Superresolution Compute

Compute Optical Flow

Iterations

dual_TVHuber

backwardRegBilinear
gaussBlur
resampleAreaParSep
dual_L1Difference

for each image

resampleAreaParSep
gaussBlur
forwardRegBilinear
addKernel

primal1N

for each image
Superresolution Results

Original
Image scaled for comparison

CPU
Bilinear Interpolation from the provided function

GPU
Automatic Texture Linear Interpolation
Superresolution Results: Runtime

GPU: 0.27 seconds average

CPU: 4.8 seconds on average
GPU Programming Techniques

Shared Memory:

```c
__shared__ float du[SF_BW + 2][SF_BH + 2];
__shared__ float dv[SF_BW + 2][SF_BH + 2];
__shared__ float penaltyr[SF_BW + 2][SF_BH + 2];
```

// load data into shared memory
if (x < nx && y < ny) {
    d_prepareSharedMemory3(x, y, idx, nx, ny, pitchf1,
                du_g, dv_g, penaltyr_g,
                du, dv, penaltyr);
}
GPU Programming Techniques

Remove if statements and the ternary operator

const float xp = (x < nx - 1) * (penaltyr[tx1][ty] + penaltyr[tx][ty]) * 0.5f * hx_2;
const float xm = (x > 0) * (penaltyr[tx_1][ty] + penaltyr[tx][ty]) * 0.5f * hx_2;
const float yp = (y < ny - 1) * (penaltyr[tx][ty1] + penaltyr[tx][ty]) * 0.5f * hy_2;
const float ym = (y > 0) * (penaltyr[tx][ty_1] + penaltyr[tx][ty]) * 0.5f * hy_2;
Difficulties

- Platform problems (Mac OS X, Windows, Ubuntu)
- 99 problems and a pitch ain't one
  - Turned down iterations to 1 to debug pitch problems
- Debugging problems
  - Replaced sections of code with CPU versions to isolate bugs
- Weird API Out of memory errors requiring restart
- Weird No GPU device error
- CMake problems (used qmake in the end)
- Difficulties understanding formulas
Live Demo
Things we wanted to try (no time)

- Texture instead of shared memory
- GUI for superresolution
  - Load video
  - Play / pause
  - Select an area to enhance
  - Area is enhanced via superresolution
- Compare different graphics cards
  - Compare shared memory benefits
  - Compare coalescing benefits